Plate I

1. White spot on the inside of the tenth spiral. Chip from the right side of the Š. HA lightly cut off. Right inner white line tangent to the ninth spiral.
2. The right inner white frame line is complete. Two flat bumps opposite the wrapping bulges. Light splotch from the A to the eighth spiral. Gap in the top of the fourth spiral. Colored mark in the oval at 8:30.
4. Group of three rays – two long and one short. Spot to the right and under the rays.
5. Gap in the frame over the T. Right frame deformed. Small bump on the numeral 5's crossbar.
6. Lines of the first hacek connected. Thicker upper part on the right inner white frame line.
7. White dot in the N. Distinctive² rays and crossbar on the numeral 7. Sometimes a smear behind the Á.
8. Slice from the right frame near the upper corner. Distinctive rays.
10. HA in MUCHA cut off. A 2 mm spot over the corner of the roof. Colored mark in the left dove.
11. Left frame damaged near the third spiral. Bump at 8:00 in the O of PO. Connection in the tenth spiral. Colored spot in the O of SKO at 3:00.
12. Vertical white line on top of the third spiral. Colored bump on the lower frame under the oval.
13. Pointed upper right corner. White bumps on the lower part of the Š. Two bumps on the bottom of the numeral 5's loop.
14. Damaged fourth spiral. Colored spot over the upper right corner.
15. Lightly deformed fourth spiral. Distinctive cross bar on the numeral 7.
18. Group of three vertical rays. Type IV position on the numerals.
19. Colored bump on the upper frame close to the right corner.
20. Bumpy frame over the sixth spiral. Numeral position Type VII.

---

¹The illustrations in this study were in the original obscurely numbered, faint, and often did not address the written descriptions or were inadequate. The language of the descriptions was also somewhat opaque, heavily abbreviated, and unlike that used in other studies. This study will need to be redone – Tr.

²The original word was “characteristic” or “distinctive”. “Characteristic”, unfortunately, can mean “typical” or “unique” depending on context. I have chosen to use “distinctive”, but could be wrong – Tr.
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21. The right innermost white frame line extends halfway through the lower wrap. CHA beveled. Slightly rugged numeral 5. Bump on the upper frame by the left corner.
22. Doubled fourth spiral\(^3\). Colored spot by the upper left corner. Spot in front of MUCHA.
23. Curved MUCHA. Bump on the upper right corner.
24. White mark in front of the Č. Pointed upper right corner.
27. Slightly rugged numeral 5 and a spot in front of it.
28. Notch in the left frame under the first spiral. Gap in the ray between the second and third towers.
29. Colored spot in front of MUCHA. Colored spot to the right of the first tower.
30. Tip of the numeral 7 resembles a hacek. Lightly beveled upper left corner.
31. Colored spot under the M’s left leg. Colored spot to the right of the ray between the second and third towers.
32. Colored splotch on the left frame about 1 mm from the lower corner.
33. Colored bump on the oval under the numeral 7. Single ray over the roof level with the fourth tower. Position Type IV.
34. Colored spot to the left of the fourth tower’s tip. Bump on the tip of the numeral 7.
35. Colored spot to the right of the fourth tower. Bump on the oval at 6:30.
36. Colored spot over the upper left corner. Distinctive crossbar on the numeral 7.
37. Two fused short rays over the fourth tower. Bottom of the third spiral connected to the decoration. Dove’s tail Type (\(--\)). White dot behind the right dove.
38. White dot behind the seventh spiral. Distinctive crossbar on the numeral 7.
39. Distinctive dot and crossbar on the numeral 7. Dove’s tail Type (\(--\)).
40. Colored spot in the right part of the V. Slightly rugged numeral 5. Spot replaces the ray between the second and third towers. Numeral Type II (Mon. XIII). Position Type II.

\(^3\)This means the dividing lines are broken, making the spiral line appear twice as thick as usual.
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41. Damaged HA in MUCHA. Slightly rugged numeral 5. Colored bump on the lower frame under the oval. Colored spot under the lower right corner. Position Type V.
42. Colored spot to the right of the third tower. Over the eight spiral the horizontal line goes past the frame.
43. White curve crosses the fourth spiral. Damaged A in CHA.
44. Colored spot under the lower left corner. Position Type V.
45. Double gap in the middle of the right frame. Position Type III, Numeral Type III (Mon. XIV).
46. Gap in the lower frame in front of the left dove. Right frame thins behind the seventh spiral. Numeral Type III (Mon. XIV).
47. Bump on the inside of the numeral 5's loop. Dot in the upper margin over the Š.
48. Colored spot at 1:00 in the O of PO. Spot to the left of the second tower’s tip.
49. Gap in the oval at 2:00. Colored spot in the white frame line at the upper right corner.
50. Right frame damaged in the middle. Short left leg on the M. White dot at 2:00 behind the O in SKO.
51. Colored horizontal mark in front of MUCHA. Slightly rugged bill on the numeral 7. Sometimes light splotch behind the right dove. Position Type VII.
52. Spike from the upper left corner. Sometimes rugged numeral 5. Distinctive crossbar on the numeral 7.
53. MUCHA cut off. Pointed upper right corner. Gap in the tip of the second tower.
55. Gap on the inside of the sixth spiral. Bump on the inside of the first spiral.
56. Gap in the white frame line under the Š and it is uneven. Double dot in the upper margin over the Š. Dove’s tail (++).
58. Colored spot to the right of the tip of the second tower. Sometime a smear on the right third wave.
59. Colored spot in the Č. Colored spot near the left frame over the third spiral. Dove’s tail (−−).
60. Colored spot over the upper left corner. Slightly rugged numeral 5. Spot over the bend in the numeral 7's leg.
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61. Rugged numeral 5. Pointed upper left corner.
62. Smear on the left dove. Slightly rugged numeral 5.
63. Numeral Type III (Mon. XIV). Distinctive rays.
64. Colored spot to the right of the fourth tower. Notch from the right frame near the ninth spiral. Distinctive crossbar on the numeral 7.
66. CHA cut off in MUCHA. Spot under the A in CHA. Spot to the right of the fourth tower. Sometimes a smear on the N.
67. Dot behind the A in CHA. Sometimes a smear on the first two towers.
68. Pointed upper left corner. Colored mark across the leg of the T.
69. Colored spot over the upper right corner. Irregular lower part on the oval.
70. Bump and spot in the approximate middle of the lower frame. Messy spot between the numerals. Bump on the oval under the numeral 5.
71. Dot and mark to the right of the third tower. Spot in front of MUCHA. Bump on the middle of the left frame.
72. Dot over the numeral 5's crossbar. Rugged numeral 5. Curved MUCHA.
73. The lower part of the left innermost white frame line nearly touches the white frame line below it. Slightly rugged numeral 5. Distinctive crossbar on the numeral 7.
74. Colored spot to the right of the fourth tower. Sometimes a smear between the O and S of SKO–SLO.
75. Gap in the white frame line over the Ç.
76. Colored spot to the right of the fourth tower. Distinctive rays.
77. Pointed upper left corner. Fat bill on the numeral 7, sometimes ending with a hacek.
78. Numeral Type V (Mon. XVI). Colored spot over the upper right corner. Two spots to the right of the third tower. Sometimes a smear on the O of SKO.
79. Spot to the right of the fourth tower. Spon on the left frame near the fourth spiral.
80. Bump on the inside of the loop on the numeral 5. Colored spot over the upper left corner.
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81. Notch in the left frame under the upper corner. Spot on the upper frame between the fourth and fifth spirals. Short mark (sometimes a double dot) under the lower left corner.

82. Distinctive crossbar on the numeral 7. Sometimes a spot over the upper left corner.

83. Long ray between the second and third towers. Only one spot to the right of the third tower.

84. Gap in the white frame line under the OŠ. Beveled upper right corner. Blunt tip on the numeral 5.


86. Numeral 7 damaged. Position Type VI.

87. White dot behind the sixth spiral.

88. Oval thickens under the numeral 5. Longer crossbar on the numeral 7 and there is a spike near its tip.4

89. Pointed upper left corner. Three dots in the rays over the fifth tower.

90. Spot under M’s right leg. Slanted mark under the lower left corner.

91. Spot under M and U and another behind the A in MUCHA. Spike from the lower right corner.

92. Four parallel broken rays near the fourth tower.

93. Gap in the first spiral at 1:00.

94. Vertical pair of dots between the second and third towers. Numeral Type III (Mon. XIV).

95. Colored bump in almost the middle of the left frame. Position Type V and VII. Dove’s tail (——).

96. Wedged shaped splotch over the fourth tower. Underlined U in MUCHA. Pointed upper left corner.

97. Colored spot near the lower right corner. Position Type II.

98. Colored spot under the M’s left leg. Bump at 2:00 on the O in PO. Dove’s tail (——).

99. Deformed fourth spiral. Pointed upper left corner. Spot under the HA of MUCHA. Position Type V.

100. Colored bump on the underside of the numeral 5’s crossbar.

4Not sure if the spike is on the tip of the 7 or the tip of the crossbar – Tr.
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